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Abstract
In religious obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), the current cognitive 
model does not seem to be convincing enough for patients to understand 
the source of their obsessions and to distinguish between their obsessions 
and their religious beliefs (iman) and values, which affects secure relationships 
in therapy. Therefore, there is a need for both religious sensitivity and model 
proposals to solve the problem of lack of persuasiveness of cognitive psycho-
education. From this perspective, the present case study uses the 4T model 
(tahayyul (imagination), tasawwur (conceptualization/detailed imagination), 
taakkul (reasoning/reflecting), tasdiq (confirmation)), which is a hierarchical 
cognitive model and adapted with the inspirations from the texts of Muslim 
scholars (specifically from Nursi’s text of Treatise on Scrupulosity) on cognitive 
processes. A case report of three individuals with religious OCD is presented 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of this treatment method.  Symptoms were 
measured in therapy using the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale, Beck 
Depression Inventory, Beck Anxiety Inventory, and Padua Inventory scales. 
Feedback was obtained for post-intervention assessment. The participants 
received 30 individual face-to-face therapy sessions, one per week, with an 
average duration of 50 minutes per session, and follow-up sessions were also 
conducted after the completion of treatment. The results from the three cases 
of individuals with religiously resistant OCD symptoms, which resulted in 
improvement on all scale scores, demonstrate that the model is substantially 
effective, particularly in addressing thought-action fusion (TAF). Furthermore, 
the thought hierarchy offered by the model is practical and compelling in the 
process of cognitive restructuring.
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Introduction
Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is distinguished by two primary features: 

Obsessions and compulsions. Obsessions are described as recurring, intrusive, 
unwanted thoughts, ideas or impulses, and compulsions are described as repetitive, 
ritualistic behavioral or mental actions that attempt to decrease, neutralize, or prevent 
harm associated with these obsessions (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; 
Giasuddin & Hossain, 2020). 

It has been recognized by the World Health Organization as one of the top ten most 
disabling disorders (World Health Organization, 2001; Murray, 1996), and is highly 
comorbid with other psychiatric disorders such as depression, generalized anxiety, 
or panic disorders (Tukel et al., 2002; Torres, 2006; Van Oudheusden et al., 2020; 
Sadock et al., 2021).

The presence of persistent and distressing intrusive thoughts is a fundamental 
characteristic of OCD and can even be seen in people without a diagnosis, for example, 
one study found obsessional experiences in 99 (80%) of 124 non-diagnosed/normal 
people from different professions (Rachman, 1978). These intrusive and distressing 
thoughts might be misinterpreted as excessively important, leading to an inflated 
sense of responsibility for one’s own thoughts (Rachman, 1998; Clark, 2019). This 
inflated responsibility is considered a significant contributor to the development 
and perpetuation of obsessive-compulsive symptoms (Bouchard, 1999; Wilson, 
1999; Mantz & Abbott, 2017; Collins & Coles, 2018). Individuals with a heightened 
sense of inflated responsibility reportedly have a greater likelihood of engaging in 
thought-action fusion (TAF), which is linked to cognitive bias that can occur in the 
development of obsessive thoughts (Amir, 2001; Ciftci & Kuru, 2013).

Thought-action fusion (TAF),  refers to the responsibility for assuming inappropriate 
everyday relationships between one’s own thoughts and external reality, either a) 
as the moral equivalent of physical actions (TAF-morality, e.g., wishing to harm 
someone is equivalent to actually harming them) or b) by making a physical outcome 
more likely (TAF-probability, e.g., thinking about a particular situation increases 
the likelihood that it will actually happen) (Williams et al., 2013). There are some 
differences in the approach to the importance of regular/typical intrusive thoughts. 
For example, in Christianity, thoughts are considered morally equivalent to actions, 
whereas in Judaism thoughts are given less importance than actions (Siev, 2007). 
Interestingly, Islam places both thought and action at the optimal level of importance 
in the human life cycle. In Islam, both actions/deeds and intentions play a role in the 
results but in different layers. For example, in order to be responsible for evil, both 
the intention and the performance of the action/deed are required, because intending 
evil and not doing it does not bring evil, but it brings good, whereas in order to be 
responsible for good, only the intention is sufficient (Besiroglu et al., 2014). 
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The most discussed psychotherapies in the treatment of OCD are Cognitive 
Behavioral Therapy (CBT), Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), and 
Exposure and Response Prevention (ERP) (Koran et al., 2007; Mathes, 2015; Ponniah, 
2013; Twohig et al., 2018). According to these models, maladaptive or metacognitive 
beliefs combined with intrusive thoughts can lead to an increase in anxiety, and the 
person may engage in compulsions as a strategy to reduce this anxiety, resulting in 
the vicious cycle of OCD. Both CBT and ACT accept intrusive thoughts as normal 
experiences (Duarte, 2021; Mathes, 2015) and do not attach importance to the content 
and frequency of specific thoughts (Twohig, 2015). Yet, according to these models, 
there is no clarity about which thoughts should be considered important or neutral/
normal. Moreover, in “disengagements”, they suggest devaluing the importance 
and effectiveness of the thought in order to change the interpretations of intrusive 
thoughts (Healy et al., 2008). 

Treatment of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
The behavioral treatment of OCD which is based on the learning model of 

obsessions and compulsions and called as ERP, has been used since the 1970s (Clark, 
1999). Although ERP was found to be effective in washing and checking compulsions 
(Stanley, 1995; Starcevic & Brakoulias, 2008), hoarding, primary obsessional 
slowness, symmetry and ordering compulsions, religious and repugnant obsessions 
were reported to be less responsive to ERP (Clark, 2005). Furthermore, a substantial 
number of patients (20-30%) do not commence with the therapy of ERP or give up 
such treatment approaches very early (Stanley, 1995). Thus, cognitive restructuring 
interventions either alone or in conjunction with ERP have been developed in the 
last two decades, aiming to encourage patient participation, decrease high dropout 
rates, and to be effective in treatment of obsessions without overt compulsions 
(Salkovskis, 1985; Abramowitz, 2006; Koran et al., 2007). Abramowitz et al. (2005) 
was the first who argued that cognitive intervention has little effect over ERP alone. 
A review of 45 randomized clinical trials (Ponniah, 2013) reported that both CBT and 
ERP approaches were effective in the treatment of OCD. Nevertheless, the authors 
have questioned whether adding cognitive restructuring increases the efficacy of 
behavioral interventions or not? In the last decade, new wave cognitive approaches 
including mindfulness-based therapies referencing TAF, have encouraged the patients 
not to engage with their obsessions and let them decay naturally instead of using 
compulsive rituals (Fisher, 2009). Thus, the obsessions are not being worked through 
in a comprehensive way via ‘detached mindfulness’ within these new wave therapies. 
But, as mentioned above, the concept of ‘detachments’ implies a devaluation of the 
importance and effectiveness of thought in altering the interpretation of intrusive 
thoughts and lacks a convincing etiological explanation. 
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Religious OCD and Treatment
Religious OCD, also referred to as “scrupulosity,” is a subtype of OCD typified by 

persistent doubts and uncertainties about sin and guilt along with an overwhelming 
need to participate in excessive religious activities (Abramowitz et al., 2002). In 
addition to the shortcomings mentioned above, religious OCD, has its own challenges 
(for example, the client with religious OCD may not feel safe in terms of religious 
knowledge in the therapy or they have difficulty in distinguishing obsessions from 
religious beliefs) has increased the need for religious models (Huppert & Siev, 2010; 
Siev et al., 2017; Toprak, 2018). As the literature is analyzed, the CBT oriented 
treatments directed to religious OCD are sorted into two main categories by Toprak 
(2022) which are the religiously sensitive regular CBT (Abramowitz et al., 2004; 
Abramowitz & Jacoby, 2014; Peris & Rozenman, 2017; Siev & Huppert, 2017; 
Abramowitz & Hellberg, 2020) and original treatments weaving religious knowledge 
and practices into the framework of CBT (Akuchekian et al., 2015; Aouchekian et al., 
2017; Md Rosli at al., 2018; Md Rosli et al., 2019). For example, Religious Integrated 
CBT is the first manualized model of such an integrative treatment in the field of 
religious-spiritual integrated psychotherapies (Pearce et al., 2015). Another unique 
example, the 4T model which is a psycho-educational cognitive model, offers a new 
cognitive model, unlike other models that do not have their own original cognitive 
model (Toprak & Emül, 2016). Up to now, the 4T model has been used in some 
studies. One of them integrated the 4T model into group cognitive behavioral therapy 
(GCBT) and examined the effectiveness of this integration on two groups, one 
receiving only GCBT and the other receiving 4T model integrated GCBT. Result 
of the study showed that the 4T model integrated group made significant progress 
as much as the other group (Toprak, 2022). The other study conducted a 5-session 
individual psycho-educational intervention, involving only the 4T model, to a patient 
with OCD who received CBT and still had difficulties, and observed that 4T model 
intervention has a positive projection on the patient (Karakan & Toprak, 2023).

In the current study, the ‘4T model,’ incorporates religious sensitivity and presents 
an alternative perspective regarding cognitive structure.

4T Model
The 4T Model is a psycho-educational cognition model developed by Toprak based 

on the works of Muslim scholars, especially Nursi, on cognitive processes. It has 
been primarily used in OCD and especially religious OCD patients (Toprak & Emül, 
2016; Toprak, 2022; Karakan & Toprak, 2023). In the process, it has also been used in 
trauma and related disorders. For example, in one study, following the sessions with 
a client (suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) experiences sexual 
assaults and has religious guilt and feelings of unfairness, in which the 4T model, 
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repentance (tawbah) CBT and ACT are used (4T model and repentance (tawbah) is 
especially used to deal with beliefs in unfairness and to balance guilt and afterlife 
beliefs), it is found that there is a significant reducing in the PTSD symptoms of the 
client (Isik & Toprak, 2023).

The Muslim scholar Said Nursi1, in his work “Treatise on Scrupulosity (Risalah 
Waswasah)”, explains the etiology of “intrusive thoughts’’ in a broader sense (Nursi, 
2008; Besiroglu, 2014). He emphasizes the hierarchical aspect of intrusive thoughts 
(Nursi, 2008), in contrast to the current explanation of contemporary therapy schools, 
which study intrusive thoughts on a continuum (Abramowitz, 2003). Moreover, 
although many Muslim scholars in the Ilm an Nafs (knowledge of self)2 tradition 
have written about scrupulosity (waswasa) (Gazali, 1998; Beydavi; 2011; Belhi, 
2012; Ibn Hazm, 2012;  Er-Razi, 2019;), it is in Nursi’s work that it is seen for the 
first time such extensive use of human cognitive structure and functioning to explain 
and intervene in scrupulosity (waswasah) processes and wrote his texts in a way 
that everyone could understand. At first Nursi explains the relationship between 
mind and heart on seven stages based on a continuum framework of “Dimağda 
Meratib-i Ilm’’’ (stages of knowledge in the mind): tahayyul (imagination), tasawwur 
(conceptualization), taakkul (reasoning / reflecting), tasdiq (confirmation), (these 
four stages are the functions of the mind) izân (submission), iltizam (full support) 
and itikat (commitment / devotion) (these three stages are the functions of the qalb 
(heart) (spirituality) (Nursi, 2010).345

“There are stages of knowledge in the mind with different consequences that can be confused 
with each other. One first imagines (tahayyul) something, then grasps it, and gives it a form so 
that conceptualization (tasawwur) occurs. After that, you reason/reflect (taakkul) on it, then 
you confirm (tasdiq) it, then you become completely submitted (iz’ân) on it. Then they fully 

1 Said Nursi (1878-1960) is a Muslim scholar whose comprehensive education spanned both madrasahs (traditional Muslim 
educational institutions) and a broad array of disciplines, encompassing religious studies, logic, philosophy, anatomy, 
mathematics, and physics. As a testament to this diverse education, his contributions bridge the chasm between traditional 
Islamic teachings and contemporary academic thought.

2 A discipline of Islamic tradition in which scholars of medicine, philosophy, sufis and revivalist work on human psychology 
and produce knowledge on this subject (Toprak, 2018).

3 The dictionary meaning of dimag is brain, the organ inside the skull, and is sometimes also used in the meaning of mind. It is 
thought that the term mind is more appropriate as the meaning of the term dimag in the original text, as it is understood today.

4 Here, in the first four stages (imagination [tahayyul], conceptualization [tasawwur], reasoning/reflecting [taakkul], and 
confirmation [tasdiq]), knowledge is formed by the mind’s own internal processes, whereas in the submission (iz’ân) and 
subsequent stages (full support [iltizam] and commitment/devotion [itikat]), knowledge is formed with the contribution of 
the heart (qalb), but is ultimately stored in the mind (dimag) again.In more detail, both the processes of the mind (dhihn/
dimag) and the heart (qalb) affect on tasdiq (confirmation), and confirmation with reason (tasdik-i akli) is followed by 
confirmation with heart (qalb) and thus belief (iman) and values are formed in the heart (qalb).

5 The qalb (heart) is one of the entity constituting the nafs/ene (self, core), which is the core essence of individuality, 
according to Ilm an nafs tradition (knowledge of self), and it establishes a link between the material body (jism/badan) and 
the metaphysical essence of the spirit (ruh), and it is the main decision center. The other entities constituting the nafs/ene 
(self) are body (jism/badan), which is the tangible manifestation, a corporeal facet of being, mind (dhihn/dimag), that is 
the abstract reasoning centre and located in the brain and imagination (tahayyul), conceptualization (tasawwur), memory 
(khafiza) and reasoning/reflecting (taakkul) are associated with it, conscience (wijdan), which transmits metaphysical 
information coming from the spirit (ruh) to the heart (qalb), spirit (ruh), that is an intangible essence defying confinement 
or precise definition, and finally powers (quwwah, explained below).(Toprak, 2021). 
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support (iltizam) it; then they become committed/devoted (itikat) to it. Their commitment/
devotion (itikat) is different, and so is their full support (iltizam), each of which results 
in a different state or attitude: Steadfastness comes from commitment/devotion (itikat), 
while adherence comes from fully support (iltizam). Compliance comes from submission 
(iz’ân), advocacy comes from confirmation (tasdiq), and impartiality comes from reasoning/
reflecting (taakkul), while no ideas are formed at the stage of conceptualization (tasawwur). 
If you remain at the stage of imagination (tahayyul), the result will be sophistry.” (Nursi, 
2010, pp. 718-719) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. 
Dimağda Meratib-i İlim (The Stages of Knowledge in The Mind)

This passage outlines Said Nursi’s general cognitive approach, emphasizing the 
concepts related to the mind and the special relationship between these concepts and 
scrupulosity. According to Said Nursi (2008, p.285)
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“Just as imagining (tahayyul) unbelief (kufr) is not unbelief (kufr), while concepting (tasawwur) 
misguidance is not misguidance, so reflecting (tafakkur) on misguidance is not misguidance. All 
imagining (tahayyul) and suspecting/assuming baselessly (tewehhum), concepting (tasawwur) 
and reflecting (tafakkur) are considered different from reasonable confirmation (tasdiq). They are 
free to a certain extent; they do not listen to the faculty of will; they are not included in the duties 
of religion. But confirmation (tasdiq) is not like that; it depends on a balance”678

Toprak (2016) offers an opportunity to employ cognitive therapy by restructuring 
interpretations without diminishing the significance and efficacy of one’s thoughts, 
and developed the 4T model utilizing the stage of the mind: tahayyul (imagination), 
tasawwur (conceptualization/detailed imagination), taakkul (reasoning/reflecting), 
and tasdiq (confirmation). In this paper, the terms used to describe the different 
stages of the mind are translated. Tahayyul is defined as an image or imagination, 
which is involuntary and not under the individual’s control. Tasawwur refers to 
conceptualization, the act of conceiving and/or detailed imagination, also involuntary 
and not under the responsibility of the person. Taakkul is the process of reasoning or 
reflecting, which can sometimes be voluntary but can also occur involuntarily. The 
individual is not responsible for this action. Finally, tasdiq is confirmation, which is 
a voluntary action, and the individual is responsible for executing it. It is referred to 
the “4T model (see figure 2),” an integrated restructuring approach for OCD (Toprak 
& Emül, 2016).

Figure 2. 
4T Model

6 It is possible to find different references both in the literature and in Nursi’s texts on how to understand terms in 
4T. The term tahayyul (imagination) can be understood as imagination both in the Islamic literature and Nursi’s 
text.However, tasawwur (conceptualization) is sometimes used as ‘conceptualization’ in the meaning of definition 
in logic, as a conceptualisation of definition, and sometimes as ‘detailed imagination’ in the meaning of a more 
detailed imagination Both of these meanings are preferred depending on the context.

7 Another matter is the terms of ‘taakkul (reasoning/reflecting)’ and ‘tafakkur(reflection)’. In the literatue of Islamic 
sciences in general, ‘taakkul (reasoning/reflecting)’ is described by the term ‘reasoning’ as reasoning, as operating thought 
processes on a subject. This refers more to a logical thinking process. On the other hand, ‘tafakkur (reflection) comes 
from the root ‘fikr (idea)’ and is described by the term ‘reflection/contemplation’, referring reflecting deeply on a subject 
(Isgandarova, 2019) with the capabilities of one’s own inner experiences and feelings beyond logic (reflecting on the 
majesty of God’s creation (Rothman & Coyle, 2023)). In his Works, Nursi sometimes uses taakkul (reasoning/reflecting) 
and tafakkur (reflection) as synonyms and sometimes in a way pointing to this difference. Both of them are used in this 
study not only synonymously but also differently depending on the context.

8 In the English translation of the texts of Nursi, concepts related to mental health have been negotiated by 
professionals and replaced with concepts that are considered more appropriate.
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The model has undergone revisions unifying the concepts of tasawwur 
(conceptualization / detailed imagination) and tahayyul (imagination) as a single 
concept, also add the term tewehhum (suspicion / baseless assumption) in the 4T 
model.9 (see Figure 3) This psycho-educational approach informs individuals that they 
bear no responsibility for their thoughts until they reach  the “tasdiq (confirmation)” 
layer, and thus, it provides an understanding of the distinction of belief (iman) and 
values that can be formed as a result of confirmation (tasdiq) from other mental 
processes. Here, it was aimed to present cognitive psychotherapies for three cases 
of religious OCD by integrating the 4T model into an intrusive thought process. The 
practice was assumed to provide a broader cognitive explanation, consistent with 
religious values and could be useful in overcoming resistance.

Figure 3. 
4T Model - revised final version in the further studies

 

 

 

IMAGINATION      
TAHAYYUL

SUSPICION / BASELESS 
ASSUMPTION      
TEWEHHUM

REASONING/REFLECTING 
TAAKKUL

CONFIRMATION          
TASDIQ

Involuntary   
Not responsible 

Involuntary   
Not responsible 

 

Sometimes involuntary but 
always not responsible 

Voluntary 
Responsible Method

Research Design
The present study is a case study. Case studies, which involve detailed descriptions 

and analysis of individuals, typically use qualitative data. Many sources are used 
as data collection tools, including natural observations, archival records, interviews, 
and psychological tests. A clinical case study, on the other hand, often describes the 
implementation and outcomes of a particular treatment (Goz, 2021). 

In this context, the results of a religion-focused psycho-education program using the 
4T model in three resistant cases with religious OCD are presented. The measurement 
tools used before and after the therapy are Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale, 
Padua Inventory, Beck Depression Inventory, and Beck Anxiety Inventory. The tests 

9 The distinction between ‘’tasawwur (conceptualization/detailed imagination)’’ and ‘’tahayyul (imagination)’’ is 
considered redundant and the two are merged into a single concept, also the term ‘’tewehhum (suspicion/baseless 
assumption)’’ is added to the model, thus, especially doubt obssesions become easier to understand and explain. 
By substituting more meaningful terms like “tewehhum” “zan,” and “suspicion/baseless asssumption” with less 
powerful ones like “tasawwur (conceptualization)” or “tasvir,” this modification sought to simplify and boost 
the psychoeducational process (Toprak, 2021). In order to increase the relevance of the model, especially for 
religious psycho-education, religious concepts and knowledge were used more actively and the critical position 
of the concept of the heart (qalb) was crystallized.like “tewehhum” “zan,” and “suspicion/baseless asssumption” 
with less powerful ones like “tasawwur (conceptualization)” or “tasvir,” this modification sought to simplify and 
boost the psychoeducational process (Toprak, 2021). In order to increase the relevance of the model, especially for 
religious psycho-education, religious concepts and knowledge were used more actively and the critical position 
of the concept of the heart (qalb) was crystallized.psycho-education, religious concepts and knowledge were used 
more actively and the critical position of the concept of the heart (qalb) was crystallized.
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were repeated after 10 sessions and the results were compared with the ones in the 
baseline visit. Participants were also asked to express their thoughts verbally and 
orally about what was beneficial to them and how.  Participants received a total of 
30 individual face-to-face therapy sessions, one session per week, with each session 
lasting an average of 50 minutes.

Participants
The study involved three participants diagnosed with religious OCD who were 

admitted to the psychiatric clinic of Cerrahpaşa Medical Faculty in February and April 
2015. Their symptoms included religious obsessions, compulsions, and behaviors 
such as obsessional slowing, crying, avolition, anhedonia, and noncompulsive 
obsessions. The participants’ ages ranged from 35 to 38, and the mean age was 36.33. 
One participant experienced depressive symptoms, while another reported anxiety 
and depressive symptoms in addition to OCD.

Data Collection Tools
Yale-brown obsessive compulsive scale (Y-BOCS)–self-report form. It is a self-

report scale developed by Goodman et al. (1989), translated into Turkish by Turkcapar 
(2005) and validity-reliability study was performed by Kocoglu and Bahtiyar (2021). 
This scale aims to assess the subtypes and severity of obsessive-compulsive symptoms. 
Each of the 10 items in the scale is scored from 0 (no symptoms) to 4 (extreme symptoms) 
and the total score ranges from 0 to 40. 10 items of the scale are used to determine the 
total score; the sum of the first five items about obsessions and the sum of the second five 
items about compulsions are taken. Scores obtained from the scale are classified as 0-7 
subclinical; 8-15 mild; 16-23 moderate; 24-31 severe; 32-40 very severe. In the validity 
and reliability study of the Turkish version, the Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency 
coefficient was .96 for the total sample (Kocoglu & Bahtiyar, 2021).

Beck depression inventory (BDI). It is a 21-item self-report scale developed by 
Beck et al. (1961) to assess behavioral symptoms of depression. Each item is scored 
from 0 to 3. The total score obtained from the scale ranges from 0 to 63, and higher 
score indicates more severe depression. Hisli (1989) found that the Cronbach alpha 
internal consistency coefficient of the scale was .80 in the validity and reliability 
study of the Turkish version of the scale. According to the results of the study, the 
scale is a valid and reliable tool for measuring depression symptoms (Hisli, 1989).

Beck anxiety inventory (BAI). It is a 21-item self-report scale developed by Beck 
et al. (1988) to assess the severity of anxiety. Each item is scored from 0 to 3. The 
total score of the scale ranges from 0 to 63, and higher score indicates severe anxiety. 
Ulusoy et al (1998) found that the Cronbach alpha internal consistency coefficient 
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of the scale was .93 in their validity and reliability study of the Turkish version. The 
authors of the study concluded that the scale was a valid and reliable measure of 
anxiety severity (Ulusoy et al., 1998).

Padua inventory (PI). It is a self-report scale consisting of 60 questions which 
was developed by Sanavio (1988) to determine the severity and distribution of OCD 
symptoms. It has five sub-dimensions: cleanliness, preoccupation, impulsivity, 
control, and safety. Each item is scored from 0 to 4. The total score is obtained by 
summing the scores of all the subscales. An increase in the total score indicates 
an increase in the level of OCD symptoms.  Besiroglu et al. (2005) found that the 
Cronbach alpha internal consistency coefficient of the scale was .95 in their validity 
and reliability study of the Turkish version (Besiroglu et al., 2005).

Treatment
During the therapy, the steps described by Clark (1999) for the cognitive-behavioral 

treatment model of OCD was followed which are: a) education, b) normalization of 
intrusions, accepting that thoughts lie on a continuum from normal to pathological, c) 
cognitive restructuring of faulty appraisals of intrusions, d) behavioral experimentation 
and alternative interpretation of obsessions, e) correction of dysfunctional beliefs 
(Clark, 1999). After psycho-education of the cognitive model of OCD, the 4T model 
as a hierarchical model of intrusions according to their underlying mechanisms 
in the mind was explained. As mentioned above, ERP is not effective in patients 
with religious obsessions and patients who do not have overt compulsions. After 
recognizing the inefficacy of the classical cognitive restructuring model in addressing 
religious OCD, it was decided to integrate this 4T model, as depicted in the table 2, in 
the 7th or 8th session. After introducing the classical cognitive model of OCD, it was 
begun to personalize the model with the patients’ own obsessions and compulsions. It 
was taught the patients the critical importance of the person’s own interpretations of 
their thoughts. So, it was begun to talk about how the interpretations can be changed 
and why they should.  Due to the inadequacy of the classical cognitive explanation, 
this was the main point at which resistance in the patients were observed. At this 
point, 4T model was used to explain the process of obsessive symptoms by looking 
at their symptoms and offering new alternative interpretations.

In the intervention phase of the 4T model, it was first introduced Nursi as a 
Muslim scholar who has a cognitive explanation for religious OCD. It was then 
explained to them the four main concepts of 4T: tahayyul (imagination), tasawwur 
(conceptualization/detailed imagination), taakkul (reasoning/reflecting), and tasdiq 
(confirmation), emphasizing what he means by them and which of these concepts 
corresponds to which level of responsibility. Their feedback was taken to make sure 
that they understood the model. Then, firstly, one the of the obsessions, in question, 
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was selected and place it in the model scheme as one of tahayyul (imagination), 
tasawwur (conceptualization/detailed imagination), or taakkul (reasoning/reflecting) 
and fill in the other blanks with what was appropriate for clients’ obsessions. The 
hierarchy of responsibility was emphasized and the equivalent stages of clients’ 
obsession in 4T model based on Nursi’s text was showed.  According to Said Nursi 
(2008, p.285)

“Just as imagining (tahayyul) unbelief (kufr) is not unbelief (kufr), while concepting (tasawwur) 
misguidance is not misguidance, so reflecting (tafakkur) on misguidance is not misguidance. 
All imagining and suspecting/assuming baselessly, concepting (tasawwur), and reflecting are 
considered different from reasonable confirmation (tasdiq). They are free to a certain extent; 
they do not listen to the faculty of will; they are not included in the duties of religion. But 
confirmation (tasdiq) is not like that; it depends on a balance.’’(see Figure 4). 

Then, it was tried to come to terms regarding new interpretations of intrusive 
thoughts.

Course of Treatment
Initial Sessions and Classic CBT. In the initial sessions, the clients were 

informed about what cognition, emotion, and behavior are. The relationship between 
events, thoughts, emotions, and behaviors was illustrated through the clients’ own 
experiences. In this way, the clients could acquire the ability to gain distance from 
his own internal processes by following them. To reinforce this skill, the clients were 
instructed to bring thought records to each new session. In behavioral experiments, 
through mind experiments such as the “pink elephant”, it was taught that “trying to 
block a thought increases that thought” (In a brief behavioral experiment in which the 
clients were forbidden to think about a pink elephant for one minute, afterwards any 
thought, including the pink elephant, was allowed for one minute, it was shown that 
the prohibition increased the amount of the intrusive thought by increasing attention 
to the thought). Thoughts about Allah and the Prophet were also studied using this 

Table 2.
Intervention session content
Assessment
First sessions of psychotherapy
• Psycho-education about OCD
• Explaining the cognitive model using the patient’s symptoms
Here, the patients’ symptoms were again addressed with the 4T model. 
Cognitive restructuring (regarding 1st and 2nd threats)
• Working with comments
• Normalization of obsessive thoughts in obsessional patients
Here the psycho-education was deepened, using relevant text examples and normalization of symptoms on 
the 4T model.
Behavioral techniques
• Behavioral experiments, release of neutralizations and suppression
• Exposure to external avoidance
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pink elephant analogy. As a normalizing intervention, it was explained that their 
obsessions were related to what they really valued in life, with examples of religious 
people with similar obsessions.

The clients’ religious obsessions were written down. In order to cognitively 
restructure their misinterpretations on the subject and to separate their own 
perfectionist expectations from the demands of religion, for example, she (one of 
the clients, case C) was asked to search for the answers to questions such as “Is the 
basmala (the religious sentence Muslims use at the beginning of all actions, except 
ones forbidden in Islam,  and means ‘in the name of Allah, the most gracious, the 
most merciful’) obligatory?” from the fatwa line and to record the answers. “Is belief 
(iman) 100% certain?”, “Can you have suspicious questions about belief issues even 
though you have belief (iman)?” , “What kind of thinking does not conform with 
belief (iman)?” “Is it possible for me to be 100% sure of something in life?” and to 
briefly exchange ideas with the people around them.

After the cognitive preparation was partially completed, an obsession-compulsion-
anxiety graph was drawn before the commencement of ERP explaining the relationship 
between recovery and tolerance of anxiety. A distinction was made between doubt and 
curiosity. The problem list, including all the obsessions and compulsions the client 
wanted to get rid of, was evaluated and rewritten according to the Event-Thought-
Comment-Emotion-Behavior scheme. Afterwards, the awareness of the vicious cycle 
formation process was reinforced in the client’s mind.

4T Model Psycho-education. During the therapy session, clients expressed 
uncertainty about the cognitive therapy explanation of thought: “How do we 
differentiate between normal thoughts and obsessions?” If the importance of thought 
emphasized in cognitive psycho-education is correct, then advising to disregard 
thoughts defined as obsessions would be illogical for the clients. It was unclear how 
or by whom this decision was made, specifically regarding which thoughts were 
considered “normal” versus “obsessive”. This left them confused and without a clear 
understanding. Another question they had pertained to the origin of their obsessive 
thoughts, which CBT did not provide a direct answer to, but rather acknowledged as a 
“natural human experience”.  The clients expressed dissatisfaction with how cognitive 
therapy explained their thoughts, as it did not fully align with their experience. 
“How can we distinguish a typical thought from an obsession?” If the critical role 
of cognition in psycho-education were authentic, then the instruction to disregard 
specific thoughts designated as obsessive would have seemed illogical. It was 
uncertain to them who determined which thoughts were “normal” or “obsessions”, 
and the advice simply did not make sense to them. Another inquiry was about the 
origin of obsessive thoughts, which CBT did not provide a direct answer to, but 
acknowledged as a common human experience. The question posed was, “Why does 
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the index person experience these thoughts and not someone else?”

The 4T model introduces a hierarchical structure with four stages within the 
cognitive aspect of CBT. This enables the differentiation of intrusive thoughts and 
the thoughts that have the ability to incite emotions, actions, and character formation. 
All obsessions of the clients were expounded through this model. For instance, 
the presence of an unsavory and immoral image of Allah in the client’s mind was 
attributed to “imagination (tahayyul)” and considered to be beyond his control and 
accountability. A more detailed offensive or sexual depiction of Allah manifested as 
an “imagination (tahayyul)” and was not under his control or responsibility. Inquiries 
like “Is it appropriate to disrespect Allah?” and “How can the most merciful Allah 
allow a world like this?” were examples for “taakkul (reasoning/reflecting),” neutral 
considerations that aimed to find the appropriate answer within themselves. Hence, 
they could be a matter of choice, but did not entail a moral obligation. However, 
stating “Yes, I have chosen to disobey Allah” would constitute an objective statement, 
free from subjective evaluation of emotions such as sadness or fear.

The patients attentively and keenly absorbed the model and implemented it to 
address their symptoms. As a result, their resistance to ERP promptly decreased. 
Subsequently, it was gradually diminished the amount of time for ablution (washing 
the parts of the body before performing worship) and ghusl (washing whole 
body especially after specific cases such as sexual intercourse, seminal emission, 
mensturation etc., requiring ghusl and before performing worship), and instructed 
them to reintroduce the previously avoided worship practices due to OCD. Throughout 
this process, the severity of the patients’ symptoms gradually diminished. Naturally, 
the alleviation of severe symptoms experienced by the clients for the first time in 
years presented an opportunity for us to delve into the underlying aspects of the 
illness and decipher the message conveyed by the symptoms.

“In matters of belief (iman), what occurs to one in the form of doubts are scruples. The unhappy 
man suffering from scruples sometimes confuses imagination (tahayyul) with reasoning/
reflecting(taakkul). That is, he suspects/assumes baselessly (tewehhum) a doubt that has occurred 
to his imagination (tahayyul) to be a doubt that has entered his reason, and supposes that his 
beliefs (iman) have been damaged. Sometimes he suspects/assumes baselessly (tewehhum) a 
doubt he has supposed to have harmed his belief (iman). Sometimes he supposes a doubt he 
has concepted (tasawwur) to have been confirmed by his reason (tasdik-i akli). Sometimes he 
supposes reflecting (tafakkur) in a matter related to unbelief (kufr) to be unbelief (kufr). That is, 
he supposes to be contrary to belief (iman) his exercising his ability to reflect in (tafakkur) the 
form of understanding the causes of misguidance, and his ability to study and reason in impartial 
fashion. Then, taking fright at these suppositions, which result from the whisperings of Satan, he 
exclaims: “Alas! My heart is corrupted, and my beliefs spoiled.” 

Since those states are mostly involuntary, and he cannot put them to rights through 
his faculty of will, he falls into despair. The cure for this wound is as follows:
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“Just as imagining (tahayyul) unbelief (kufr) is not unbelief (kufr), neither is suspecting/
assuming baselessly (tewehhum) unbelief (kufr), unbelief (kufr). And just as concepting 
(tasawwur) misguidance is not misguidance, so too reflecting (tafakkur) on misguidance is not 
misguidance. For both imagining (tahayyul), and suspecting/assuming baselessly (tewehhum), 
and concepting (tasawwur), and reflecting (tafakkur), are different from confirmation with the 
reason (tasdik-i akli) and submission of the heart (iz’an-i kalbi), they are other than them; they 
are free to an extent; they do not listen to the faculty of will; they are not included among the 
obligations of religion. But confirmation (tasdiq) and submission (iz’an) are not like that; they 
are dependent on a balance. And just as imagining (tahayyul), suspecting/assuming baselessly 
(tewehhum), concepting (tasawwur) and reflecting (tafakkur) are not confirmation (tasdiq) or 
submission (iz’an), so they cannot be said to be doubt or hesitation.” (Nursi, 2008, p.285) 

Additionally, it is included the information that this hierarchy of responsibility is 
Nursi’s view, and it is added Nursi’s etiology about obsession: 

“Satan first casts a doubt into the heart. If the heart does not accept it, it turns from a doubt into 
abuse. It depicts before the imagination (tahayyul) some unclean memories and unmannerly, 
ugly states which resemble abuse, and causes the heart to declare: “Alas!” and fall into despair. 
The person suffering from scruples supposes that he has acted wrongfully before his Sustainer 
and feels a terrible agitation and anxiety. In order to be saved from it, he flees from the Divine 
presence and wants to plunge into heedlessness. The cure for this wound is this: O wretched 
man suffering from scruples! Do not be alarmed! For what comes to your mind is not abused, 
but something imaginary. And like to imagine (tahayyul) unbelief (kufr) is not unbelief (kufr), 
to imagine (tahayyul) abuse is not abuse either for according to logic, an imagining (tahayyul) 
is not a judgement, and abuse is a judgement. Moreover, those ugly words are not the words 
of your heart, because your heart is saddened and sorry at them. Rather they come from the 
inner faculty situated near the heart which is a means of Satanic whisperings. The harm of 
scruples is suspecting/assuming baselessly (tewehhum) the harm. That is, it is to suffer harm 
in the heart through suspecting/assuming baselessly (tewehhum) them to be harmful. For it 
is suspecting/assuming baselessly (tewehhum) to be reality an imagining (tahayyul) which is 
devoid of judgement. Also, it is to attribute to the heart Satan’s works; to suppose his words to 
be from it. Such a person thinks it is harmful, so it becomes harmful. That is anyway what Satan 
wanted.” (Nursi, 2008, pp.281-282)

All patients had curiosity about the origins of these intrusive thoughts. As it was 
mentioned above, the intrusive thoughts are originated from “Lumme-i Satan10” 
which might be as a remembrance of “detachment of mind” as in third wave therapies 
and metacognitive therapy. 

Also, in the following part of the same text, he mentions that intrusive thoughts 
may stem from the unique working principles of the mind (such as the interaction 
between the bodily needs and imagination, the principle of opposition in associations 
and deep associative bonds between things whose secrets are difficult to know) 
(Nursi, 2008). 

10 The place, close to the qalb (heart), where the satan whispers. 
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‘’It is this: there are certain hidden connections between things. There are even the threads of 
connections between things you least expected. They are either there in fact, or your imagination 
made them according to the art with which it was preoccupied, and tied them together. It is due 
to this mystery of connections that sometimes seeing a sacred thing calls to mind a dirty thing. 
As stated in the science of rhetoric, “Although opposition is the cause of distance in the outer 
world, it is the cause of proximity in the imagination.” That is, an imaginary connection is the 
means of bringing together the images of two opposites. The recollection which arises from this 
connection is called the association of ideas.’’ (Nursi, 2008, pp.282-283).

In addition, Nursi mentioned three basic powers (quwwah) in his another texts 
‘’Signs of Miraculousness(Isharat al-I’jaz)’’,in which he explained the importance of 
using one’s potentials in balance.

“…When Allah (May He be exalted and glorified!) housed spirit (ruh) in 
man’s body (jism/badan), which is changing, needy, and exposed to dangers, He 
deposited three powers in it to ensure its continued existence. The First: the power 
of desire (quwwah shahwiyyah) to attract benefits. The Second: the power of anger 
(quwwah ghadabiyyah) to repulse harmful and destructive things. The Third: the 
power of intellect (quwwah aqliyyah) to distinguish between benefit and harm. 
However, since His wisdom necessitated that humanity should achieve perfection 
through the mystery of competition, Allah placed no innate limitation on these 
powers, as He did on those of other living beings. He did however limit them 
through the Shari’a (Islamic Law), for it prohibits excess (ifrât) and deficiency 
(tafrît) and enjoins the middle way (wasat).” (Nursi, 2012, p.29)11

According to the Nursi, there are three basic powers in human beings: power of 
desire (quwwah shahwiyyah), which refers to all kinds of desires, the power of anger 
(quwwah ghadabiyyah), which refers to all kinds of self-preservation, and the power 
of intellect (quwwah aqliyyah), which refers to all kinds of reasoning activities. 
The first two of these, shahwiyyah (desire) and (anger), represent the instinctual-
animal side of human beings and are the basic energy sources of our existence. 
They are in a constant state of functioning as long as people live, and since they 
have no moral-conscientious purpose, and their only purpose is the continuation of 
the species, they have unlimited desires (Nursi, 2012, pp.29-30).Considering the 
relationship between these powers (the power of desire [quwwah shahwiyyah] and 
the power of anger [quwwah ghadabiyyah]) and intrusive thoughts, in the context 
of ilm an nafs (knowledge of self) texts and the writings of Nursi, an explanation is 
given as follows: They (the power of desire [quwwah shahwiyyah] and the power of 
anger [quwwah ghadabiyyah]) send these unlimited impulses to the mind through 
imagination (tahayyul) and conceptualization/detailed imagination (tasawwur). 

11 In the English translation of the texts of Nursi, concepts related to mental health have been negotiated by professionals and 
replaced with concepts that are considered more appropriate.
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Some imaginations and thoughts coming to the mind from time to time result from 
the interaction of our two basic powers (shahwiyyah and ghadabiyyah) with the 
mind, operating beyond our control. The intellect evaluates this data by reasoning 
and transmits what it deems appropriate to perform to the heart, which is the main 
decision center. Here it is either accepted and turn into action or rejected and does not 
turn into action (Toprak, 2018).12

Thus, the questions on the origin of the intrusive thoughts, that the patients are 
so curious about, are explained in three different possibilities, depending on the 
symptoms and the context, sometimes as a result of lumme-i Satan, sometimes as a 
result of association principles and sometimes as a result of the natural workings of 
the powers representing the biological/animal aspect of human beings.  

The therapy initially used CBT and it was subsequently integrated 4T model to 
overcome the shortcomings of CBT. The method successfully resolved the problems 
associated with cognitive structures that had negatively affected their life balance, and 
helped reorganize their cognitive processes using new insights and experiences. During 
this process, individuals struggling to overcome symptoms of OCD found that the 4T 
cognitive model, which is rooted in the hierarchy of responsibility, helped them revise 
their theoretical knowledge that didn’t align with their experience. Additionally, the 
hierarchy’s adaptable structure facilitated the proper reevaluation of their symptoms. A 
comprehensive account of the origins of intrusive thoughts and a systematic approach 
to addressing cases pertaining to self-awareness and control is furnished by using 
Nursi’s texts as supplementary information. Consequently, it is highly appropriate for 
prospective deployment. With the integration of 4T and additional information in the 
texts with the fundamental concepts and interventions of CBT, patients displayed an 
openness to new experiences, as well as learning and progress.

Results
This study presents content from a total of 3 participants who completed the 

psycho-educational intervention. This content includes brief information about the 
case participant patients and post-intervention assessment results. The participants’ 
levels of obsessive-compulsive symptoms are shown in Table 1.

12 In the process, the subject of powers (quwwah) is developed into a psycho-educational model explaining basic impulses, 
mind and human maturation by Toprak (2018) under the name of 3K Model based on the first letters of the powers (kuvve) 
in their Turkish spelling.
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Table 1.
Y-BOCS and PI scores of the patients before and after “4T Model” psycho-education.
      Y-BOCS Score PI Score BDI Score BAI Score
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A 38/M 18 14 16 13 19 32 22 19 16 31 11 4 7 15 5 4
B 36/M 36 16 25 37 80 51 65 64 44 37 17 18
C 35/F 29 20 16 22 6 79 70 50 42 43 28 25 9 31 8 11

Note. Y-BOCS = Yale Brown Obsessive Compulsive Disorder; PI = Padua Inventory; BDI = Beck 
Depression Inventory; BAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory

Case Examples
Case A. A 38-year-old single male presented to our outpatient clinic complaining 

of obsessions, compulsions, and obsessional slowing. He stopped using his 
psychiatric medications three months before his presentation and was reluctant 
to take any psychopharmacological agent. The obsessions were as follows: the 
emptiness of an image, which means the non-existence of God, fear of being Godless 
because of sacrilege and blasphemy, need for exactness in acts related to religion 
or non-religious behaviors, fear of uncertainty in routine acts, and aggressive 
obsessions. The compulsions were repeating internal speeches about being a self-
believer in God or convincing himself of the existence of God, repeating behaviors 
while praying or doing routine acts, control behaviors, and avoiding behaviors for 
aggressive obsessions. He had been treated with various anti-obsessive treatments, 
including clomipramine, fluoxetine, sertraline, fluvoxamine for 24 years. His older 
sister is being followed in our psychosis clinics with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. 
His mental examination did not reveal any symptoms other than obsessions 
and compulsions. The initial scores of Y-BOCS and PI were 18 and 32 points, 
respectively. The scores of Y-BOCS and PI were 13 and 16 points, respectively at 
the 30th session which took place on the 8th month of therapy. The baseline and 
final BDI scores were 11 and 4 and the corresponding BAI scores were 15 and 5. 
The patient, becoming free of obsessions and overt compulsions after introducing 
the 4T model, stated the following: “4T was rational, I realized they were images 
(tahayyul) and not related to my belief (iman) or will. The results of the three-year 
follow-up tests for Y-BOCS, PI, BDI, and BAI were 19, 31, 7, and 4, respectively. 
Throughout the follow-up sessions, the patient mentioned that “I learned that as 
long as it is an imagination (tahayyul) and not a confirmation (tasdiq), it does not 
harm belief (iman).” Rather than normalizing intrusive thoughts (Matthes, 2015) or 
giving the thought no meaning (Twohig, 2015), it was worked through this intrusive 
thought by sharing the 4T model of intrusive thought occurrence.
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Case B. A 36-year-old married man, a civil servant, presented to our outpatient 
clinic complaining of obsessions and compulsions. He was receiving aripiprazole 
15mg/day, clomipramine 225 mg/day, and risperidone 1mg/day, but was not compliant 
with the treatment regimen. His obsessions were as follows: intrusive thoughts about 
the non-existence of God and the afterlife, concern about being godless because of 
sacrilege and blasphemy or approving non-Islamic facts/objects, need for exactness 
in acts related to religion, concern about uncertainty in routine acts. The compulsions 
included the need to ask or tell to receive reassurance about being a believer to God, 
repetition of mental imaginative compulsions such as ejaculating behaviors to non-
Islamic facts/objects and bowing behaviors to Islamic facts/objects, and control 
behaviors. He has been treated for 24 years with various anti-obsessive treatments, 
including clomipramine, fluoxetine, sertraline, fluvoxamine, pimozide, thioridazine, 
benzodiazepine, and 7 sessions of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). In addition to 
depressive symptoms, obsessions and compulsions were the main symptoms in his 
psychiatric examination. The initial Y-BOCS and PI scores were 36 and 80 points, 
respectively. The final Y-BOCS and PI scores were 37 and 64 points, respectively, at 
the 40th session which took place on the 11th month of therapy. The initial and final 
BDI scores were 44 and 37 points, and the corresponding BAI scores were 17and 18 
points. Follow-up measurements could not be conducted because the patient was lost 
to follow up. In addition, after explaining the 4T model to the patient, he emphasized 
that after learning the hierarchy of existence of intrusive thoughts, he acknowledged 
that these thoughts were free of his will/not under his control, for which he should 
not feel responsible. The patient declared “When I remember 4T, I find out that the 
things that go through my mind are just imagination (tahayyul), they are not real”. It 
is well known that depression is common in patients with OCS. Although the patient 
B’s anti-depressive treatment was not modified, his depressive symptoms improved 
along with his OCD symptoms. The follow-up scores of the patient B cannot be 
obtained due to lack of contact. 

Case C. A 35-year-old married female applied to our outpatient clinic with 
depressive symptoms including crying, avolition, and anhedonia, and obsessions 
without compulsions. The obsessions were as follows: intrusive thoughts of 
inexistence of God and afterlife, aggressive thoughts about herself or others, cheating 
or being cheated, concern about being Godless because of sacrilege and blasphemy 
or approving non-Islamic facts/objects, incestuous sexual obsessions, worries about 
jinns, fear of dying, and avoidance behaviors. She was receiving olanzapine 20mg/
day and clomipramine 150 mg/day. She had been treated with paroxetine 20 mg/
day for one year 11 years before her presentation to our clinic. Her anxiety and 
depressive symptoms were considered to be secondary to the obsessions. The initial 
scores of Y-BOCS and PI were 29 and 79 points, respectively, while the scores of 
Y-BOCS and PI were 22 and 42 points, respectively, at the 30th session which took 
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place on the 10th month of therapy. The initial and last BDI scores were 28 and 25 
points, and the corresponding BAI scores were 31 and 8 points. As evidence that 
the patient’s thought-action fusion had been overcome/progress had been made.  
Patient C emphasized that it is the behavioral outcome that is most important, not 
the intrusive thoughts/images.   “I was impressed with the 4T model. I used to try to 
control my feelings and thoughts before learning this. I understood that what matters 
is the behavior. What I will be responsible for is what I execute.” The results of the 
three-year follow-up tests for Y-BOCS, PI, BDI, and BAI were 6, 43, 9, and 11, 
respectively, and the patient remembered the acquisitions related to 4T without being 
asked specifically about 4T and stated the following: “It’s good to know that thoughts 
before confirmation (tasdiq) are not sinful nor under my responsibility.”, “It made 
me think freely about my thoughts.”, “I know that there’s no harm to my belief (iman) 
unless I confirm (tasdiq) these thoughts.”

Figure 4. 
Case symptom formulation based on the 4T model.
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Discussion
The aim of this study under the umbrella of religious knowledge integrative 

intervention is to evaluate the effect of the 4T model, which tries to provide a 
persuasive explanation of the source of obsessions and to teach the cognitive 
distinction between obsessions, values, and beliefs. In this regard, quantitative results 
of this study showed that OCD, depression, and anxiety symptoms decreased in all 
patients immediately after the 4T model intervention. Although there were partial 
fluctuations during the process, this decrease was observed in the follow-up, except 
for patient B. Furthermore, when the feedback received from the patients is evaluated, 
it is seen that they internalized the main idea that the 4T model wanted to convey, 
thus they distinguished between their obsessions and their values and beliefs, and 
in this context, they learned to make a distinction (defusion) in the fusion between 
cognitive processes and responsibility for action which constitutes the basis of TAF. 

As the effect of CBT on OCD is analyzed, not only in the meta-analysis but also 
in the individual studies, CBT is found to be effective to decrease the symptoms of 
OCD (Abramowitz, 1997; Abramowitz, 2006; Simpson et al., 2006; Rosa-Alcazar 
et al., 2008; Olatunji et al., 2013; Ost et al., 2015). In long term consequences one 
study found that in 2-years follow-up, patients pretended the improvements on OCD 
(which was the reduction in symptoms) after getting CBT (Whittal et al., 2008), 
another study found the effects of CBT on OCD pretended on a 5-year follow-up 
(Oppen et al., 2005), and similar results were also shown in internet-based CBT 
with a 2 year follow-up (Andersson et al., 2014). The positive effect of CBT on 
obsessions and compulsions does not only remain at the individual level, but also 
in group therapies (Kearns et al., 2010; Safak et al., 2014), which is also shown in 
follow-up sessions (Haland et al., 2010).  In the case of religious OCD, Abramowitz 
(2001) found a positive effect of ERP and/or cognitive intervention on religious 
OCD. However, some researchers asserted that having religious symptoms in OCD 
estimate poor treatment results (Mataix-Cols et al., 2002; Rufer et al., 2005; Ferrao 
et al., 2006; Alonso et al, 2011), and patients with religious OCD may be resistant to 
some CBT intervention approaches (such as ERP) and as a result, the effectiveness 
of the therapy is affected (Mataix-Cols, 2002; Ferrao, 2006). Thus, in religious 
OCD, the unique challenges of the treatment process arise (Abramowitz, 2001; Siev 
& Huppert, 2017). Some of these challenges include how to differentiate between 
religious obsessions and compulsions and normal religious thoughts and behaviors, as 
well as determining who will do this, under what authority, and with what standards, 
and another is determining when religious leaders will participate in the therapeutic 
process (Huppert & Siev, 2010). These challenges can only be overcome by adjusting 
the current therapies to the unique requirements and sensitivities (cultural/religious 
sensitivities) of patients with religious OCD (Huppert et al., 2007; Witzig, 2017). In 
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this regard, some studies having cultural/religious sensitivity found improvement in 
patients after conducting ERP and/or cognitive interventions (Garcia, 2008; Huppert 
& Siev, 2010; Peris & Rozenman, 2016; Siev & Huppert, 2017). 

When religious knowledge integrative interventions related to religious OCD 
in the literature are examined, it is seen that many studies have investigated how 
combining religious knowledge with CBT affects religious obsessive-compulsive 
disorder. They discovered that this merged approach effectively reduced the 
intensity of obsessive contents and compulsive behaviors measured by Y-BOCS, 
thereby lessening the severity of OCD symptoms (Akuchekian et al., 2015). Similar 
research, applying pre and post-test of Y-BOCS, reinforced these outcomes by 
demonstrating a reduction in symptom severity (Akuchekian et al., 2011). Another 
study noted a significant decline in religious OCD symptoms, by using Y-BOCS, 
following the intervention, even the scores persisted during the follow-ups at 3 and.6 
months. (Aouchekian et al., 2017).  Furthermore, a randomized controlled clinical 
trial study, using Y-BOCS, highlighted that the positive impact of incorporating 
religious content into the therapy enhance the treatment responses for religious OCD 
patients (Omranifard et al., 2011). According to Alimadadi et al. (2020), following 
spiritual group psychotherapy for adults with OCD, there was a decrease observed 
in OCD symptoms, including thought-action fusion, obsessive beliefs, and religious 
obsessions.  In line with the results of the other studies, therapies integrating Islamic 
values and using cognitive and/or behavioral (ERP) techniques have also showed a 
relief in the patients’ symptoms (Singh and Khan; 1997 [as cited in Md Rosli et al., 
2019]; Badri, 2017; Md Rosli et al., 2017). A study in the literature, applying religious 
strategies into the therapy, used both Y-BOCS and Penn Inventory of Scrupulosity 
(PIOS) and found that patients’ scores of Y-BOCS and PIOS decreased after 
interventions (Arip et al., 2018). When the studies directly integrating the 4T model 
into the therapy are examined, it is seen that positive results are obtained similar 
to the studies aforementioned. For example, an OCD patient having received CBT 
but has still problems is given a 5-session individual psycho-education intervention 
using only the 4T model and the study found that the patient responded well to the 
4T model intervention and the decline of the severity of the symptoms is pretended 
during follow-ups up to 3 months (Karakan & Toprak, 2023). The positive results 
of the 4T model on OCD have been shown not only in individual psychotherapy 
intervention but also in group interventions. To illustrate, Toprak (2022) conducted 
a study comparing two groups consisted of religious OCD patients: One group 
receives only group CBT, while the other group receives 4T integrated group 
CBT. The results showed that both group interventions are significantly effective 
in treating OCD, and this effect persists during the one-month follow-up period. 
There is no significant difference found between the two group treatments, with the 
exception that 4T produces better insight with a moderate effect. Over the course 
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of 4T intervention, it is discovered that the 4T model is more effective than CBT in 
obsessive and compulsive symptoms as well as obsessive beliefs. In this study, the 
fact that the participants’ Y-BOCS and PI scores decreased after the application of 
the 4T model shows that the results of this study is consistent with the both general 
and specially 4T literature. Overall, these findings highlight the potential benefits of 
CBT combined with religious knowledge and CBT integrated with original models 
developed from religious texts in reducing religious OCD symptoms.

Even as a secondary outcome, CBT is also found to be effective in reducing 
the depression symptoms in OCD (Hofman & Smits, 2008), and this outcome is 
reinforced in the results revealed in a meta-analysis conducted by Olatunji et al. 
(2013). Some studies found that the changes in the OCD symptoms, after getting 
ERP and/or CBT, accompanied with the changes in the depressive symptoms (Anholt 
et al., 2011; Zandberg et al., 2015). In some studies, in which pharmacological 
treatment was applied in addition to CBT for OCD, not only Subjective Y-BOCS 
scores but also BDI and BAI scores decreased (Koprivova et al., 2009; Vyskocilova, 
Prasko & Sipek, 2016). These outcomes, both the decrease in depression scores and 
the reduction in anxiety scores, are repeated in GCBT sessions as well (Haland et al., 
2010; Safak et al, 2014). Moreover, the reduction in the scores of BDI and/or BAI 
are also found in the studies applying ERP and/or cognitive interventions on patients 
with religious OCD (Abramowitz, 2001; Garcia, 2008; Siev & Huppert, 2017) 

Examining the secondary outcomes of religious knowledge integrative interventions, 
as reductions in anxiety and depression scores were found in non-religiously orientated 
treatment protocols, trend of reduction in the scores of anxiety and depression were also 
found in religious knowledge integrative interventions. For example, a case study using 
4T, the patient’s anxiety and depression scores decreased from mid-level to sub-clinical 
level (Karakan & Toprak, 2023). In a case study, Islamic integrated ERP (IERP) was 
applied for a patient, having contamination OCD, and found that in addition to decrease 
in Y-BOCS’ scores, reduction in the scores of BAI and BDI were observed (Arip et al., 
2018). Furthermore, similar results are found not only in individual therapies but also in 
group (CBT) therapies (Toprak, 2022). When the BDI and BAI scores of the patients in 
this study are analysed, it is seen that the decrease in these scale scores (after applying 
4T model intervention) is parallel to the results in the literature.

In addition to the substantial reduction of the scores especially after the application 
of 4T, statement of case A, ‘’4T was rational, I realized they were images (tahayyul) 
and not related to my belief (iman) or will, and I learnt that as long as it is an 
imagination (tahayyul) and not a confirmation (tasdiq), it does not harm belief 
(iman)”, showed the different influence of the model in terms of over-emphasis on 
thought , though-action fusion and over-responsibility on the control of thinking. 
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Similarly, both the decrease in scores and the Patient C’s statement,   “I was impressed 
with the 4T model. I used to try to control my feelings and thoughts before learning 
this. I understood that what matters is the behavior. What I will be responsible for is 
what I execute.”, indicated that the model has a critical impact on the understanding 
of thought-action fusion and the realization of cognitive defusion.  At the end of 
the 3-year-follow-up, both the scales got better and the Patient C’s statement,  
“(Without being directly questioned about 4T) It’s good to know that thoughts before 
confirmation (tasdiq) are not sinful nor under my responsibility.”, “It made me think 
freely about my thoughts.”, “I know that there’s no harm to my belief (iman) unless 
I confirm (tasdiq) these thoughts.”  are important to show in terms of showing that 
learning is consolidated and maintained. Likewise with positive feedback from other 
cases, the statement of Patient B “When I remember 4T, I find out that the things 
that go through my mind are just imagination (tahayyul), they are not real”, showed 
that he learnt a new cognitive perspective in the areas of excessive anxiety related 
to thought-action fusion and thought control, which he had not learnt in previous 
treatments. However, when the scale results are analyzed, it is observed that there 
is a significant decrease in the weeks after the 4T intervention, but she could not 
maintain it afterwards. The patient encountered serious stressors such as divorce 
in the process, which affected his general condition. It can also be considered that 
the patient, who had experienced treatment resistance many times before, was also 
religiously affected by the cognitive structuring of 4T, but could not maintain his 
gains because there was no full internalization in the process.

Considering that the patients are resistant to treatment and do not respond to 
many pharmacological and psychotherapy interventions, it can be thought that in 
this treatment, they internalized cognitive psycho-education with the difference 
made by 4T model and this is reflected in their behavior. Lastly, in accordance with 
the literature, it was observed in this study that symptoms decreased with 4T model 
intervention. Moreover, as the feedback of the patients are taken into account, it can 
be assumed that they all experienced a cognitive restructuring through the 4T model 
in the areas of overemphasis on thought/thought-action fusion and excessive anxiety 
about the control of thought. The fact that they especially expressed the 4T model and 
in the meantime, they emphasized cognitive processes and expressed the difference 
between taking action and mental processes supported the effectiveness of the model.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the 4T model, which is both a religious sensitive approach and a 

unique intervention in the treatment of religious OCD, which has unique challenges 
in many aspects, has increased the treatment compliance and success of resistant 
patients by applying it together with the extra information from Nursi’s texts 
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complementary information. Here, especially the 4T model, which offers a unique 
hierarchical approach to cognitive processes, seems to have a significant effect on 
patients in terms of separating beliefs and values from other cognitive processes, 
including obsessions. 

Limitation & Recommendation
In addition, considering the emphasis on “intolerance of uncertainty” and “fusion 

of moral thought and action” on religious OCD symptoms (Abramowitz, 2014), it can 
be stated as the limitations of the study that no measurement was made with scales 
such as Obsessive Beliefs Questionnaire and Thought-Action Fusion Scale before 
and after the 4T model psycho-education intervention. Information from Nursi’s texts 
like 3K model have been also used to enhance the impact of the 4T model. Since 
these models also offer new explanations, more subtle methods should be used to 
distinguish their effects from the effects of the 4T model. Studies with mixed designs, 
especially RCTs, for both 4T and other models used will increase our knowledge 
about the effectiveness of the models.
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